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SUMMARY

Smoke damage, as a result of a fire, can be difficult to remove from some types of painting media without caus-

ing swelling, leaching or pigment movement or removal. A noncontact technique has been developed which can

remove soot from the surface of a painting by use of a gently flowing gas containing atomic oxygen. The atomic

oxygen chemically reacts with the soot on the surface creating gasses such as carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide

which can be removed through the use of an exhaust system. The reaction is limited to the surface so that the pro-

cess can be timed to stop when the paint layer is reached. Atomic oxygen is a primary component of the low Earth

orbital environment, but can be generated on Earth through various methods. This paper will discuss the results of

atomic oxygen treatment of soot exposed acrylic gesso, ink on paper, and a varnished oil painting. Reflectance mea-
surements were used to characterize the surfaces before and after treatment.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Fires in museums and public buildings can result in complete destruction of artwork on display or can soil the
artwork with accumulated soot to an extent to which it can no longer be used for study or be enjoyed by the public.

In situations where the surface has not undergone extensive charring or melting, restoration attempts can be made.

However, soot deposits can be very difficult to remove from some types of painted surfaces, particularly those

where the paint is fragile or flaking or where damage to the top surface of the paint binder has occurred. Restoration

typically involves the use of organic solvents to clean the surface (ref. 1). But these solvents may cause swelling or

leaching of the paint layers (ref. 2). Immersion of the surface or swabbing during solvent cleaning may also cause

pigment movement or removal through mechanical contact especially if the fire damage extends into the paint
binder.

A noncontact technique of removing organic deposits from surfaces was developed out of NASA research on

the effect of oxygen atoms on various materials. Atomic oxygen is present in the atmosphere surrounding the Earth

at altitudes where satellites typically orbit. It has been shown to react chemically with surface coatings or deposits

that contain carbon (refs. 3 to 4). In the reaction, the carbon is converted to carbon monoxide and some carbon diox-

ide. Water vapor is also a byproduct of the reaction if the surface contains carbon-hydrogen bonds. As a result of the

need to study this reaction, facilities have been developed on Earth which can produce atomic oxygen for material

exposure and testing (ref. 5). Radio frequency, microwave or electron bombardment can be used to split molecular

oxygen into atomic oxygen. These atoms at low energy can be directed at a surface, like a gentle shower, or allowed

to surround the object, as in a bath. The exposure is performed in a vacuum chamber where pressures typically range

from 0.001 to 100 millitorr depending on the technique used. Because it is a dry process, there is no risk of leaching

or swelling. In addition, the atomic oxygen reaction is confined to the surface which minimizes the risk to the under-

lying paint or canvas.
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Thetechniquewasdemonstratedto be effective in cleaning soot from small sample sections of canvas, acrylic

gesso, and an unvarnished oil painting (ref. 6). The process, which has been patented by NASA, is not intended to be

a replacement for conventional techniques, but to be an additional tool for use where conventional techniques may

not be effective (ref. 7). However, for the technique to be practical as a restoration tool, it is necessary to demon-

strate that atomic oxygen can be generated uniformly over a large area and that full size paintings can be treated.

2.0 PROCEDURE

2.1 Test Articles

Acrylic gesso on a stretcher frame (approximately 90 x 120 cm) purchased from Michael' s Arts and Crafts was

used to perform the initial checkout of the large area atomic oxygen treatment system. Streaks of soot from a wax

candle flame were made on both the paintable surface and on the back of the canvas for test purposes.

Two full size pieces were also provided for testing. The first was a Roy Lichtenstein ink on paper untitled ab-

stract from 1950. The work, which was owned by a private collector, had been heavily smoke damaged and partially

thermally decomposed in a fire. The McKay Lodge Fine Arts Conservation Lab in Oberlin, Ohio had previously

tried float washing in alkaline water (8.0 pH ammonium hydroxide) and immersion in a sodium borohydride solu-

tion (<1 percent v/v) but these processes had a minimal effect on the appearance of the piece. Bonfoey Company in

Cleveland, Ohio supplied the Lichtenstein for atomic oxygen treatment.

The second piece that was donated for testing was a copy of the Raphael painting "Madonna of the Chair." The

copy was painted by Bianchini of the Studio Viale Petrarca in Firenze Italy for St. Albans church in Cleveland. An

arson fire at the church in the 1980's severely damaged several paintings. The paintings were given to the Cleveland

Museum of Art for restoration. The Madonna painting, which was a vandshed oil painting, was heavily smoke dam-

aged and partially charred. It was believed that the damage extended through the varnish into the paint binder. A

section of the painting was initially treated at the museum with acetone, then with methylene chloride and some
additional solvents. Some of the soot and varnish were removed by these techniques, however, the surface was still

very dark and features were difficult to distinguish. The Madonna painting was considered to not be able to be sal-

vaged and was donated for testing of the atomic oxygen treatment process.

2.2 Atomic Oxygen Cleaning

Cleaning of the test articles was performed in a large vacuum cham_Ser that could hold a painting roughly 1.5 by

2.1 m in size on its stretcher frame. The size was determined partly on availability of a vacuum chamber, and also on

the ability to clean a reasonable number of painting sizes. Based on the ,;ize distribution of 1008 cataloged paintings

from the National Gallery of Art, this size would accommodate roughly 85 percent of them.

The vacuum in the chamber is provided by conventional vacuum ptmps with pressures during treatment rang-

ing from 1 to 5 millitorr. Two large aluminum parallel plates inside the chamber produce the plasma. One plate is

connected to an RF power supply operating at roughly 400 W. The secoad plate is at ground potential. The ground

plate has several bolts attached to it from which test articles to be cleaned can be suspended either by fine wire at-

tached to the frame of the test article or by acting as a support for the stretcher frame. The articles are hung so that

the ground plate is in contact with the back of the piece, thereby shieldir_g the back side from the atomic oxygen
during cleaning. A controlled entry of air into the chamber at rates betw,_en 50 and 280 standard cma/min provides

the source of the plasma. Radio frequency oscillation of electrons between the two plates produces splitting of the

oxygen in the air into atomic oxygen. The dissociation of the air into atomic species creates a pink colored glow

between the plates. The nitrogen in the air has been found not to have at effect on carbon removal and acts as an

inert gas for these treatment exposures. An automated timer and controller on the system allows the cleaning to pro-

ceed over a desired timeframe unattended and will turn the system off if a loss in vacuum, water cooling to the

pumps and power supply or drop in plasma intensity is detected.
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2.3Analysis

A quartzhalogenmicroscopelightsetatfullintensity, producing light at a wavelength on the average of
900 nm, was mounted on an aluminum beam so that the light could hit the surface of a painting at roughly a

45 degree angle. This setup was used to monitor diffuse reflectance from selected sections of the test articles at vari-
ous intervals during the cleaning process with a detector placed near the light source. The equipment was placed in

a dark room to minimize effects from stray light. A magnesium oxide coated glass slide was used to calibrate the

detector to eliminate drifts in the response over time. The area that could be illuminated was approximately 1.91 cm

diameter so it was necessary to select areas from the test articles that were both uniform over this size range and had

potential for changing the most (largest contrast) during the cleaning process. In this way, the progress of the clean-

ing could be measured by looking for a leveling off of the reflected light signal which indicated that no further

change was taking place.

3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Cleaning of Smoke Streaks from Gesso

The first test of the large area treatment capability was performed with gesso on a stretcher frame that had been

streaked on the front and back with soot from a wax candle flame. Figure 1 (a) shows the front side of the gesso with

smoke streaks prior to atomic oxygen exposure. After approximately 14 hr of cleaning in atomic oxygen, the smoke

streaks were completely removed from the surface as shown in figure 1(b). The rear of the canvas remained un-

touched as shown by the comparable photos of the back side of the gesso shown in figures 2(a) and (b). This demon-

strated the ability of the system to uniformly remove soot over a large area while protecting the back side from being

overcleaned. Too long of an exposure of the canvas could cause removal of the sizing and weaken it if it were not

shielded from atomic oxygen during cleaning.

3.2 Cleaning of Roy Lichtenstein Ink on Paper

The Lichtenstein proved to be a very difficult first test subject. Several things about the abstract created a chal-

lenge. The media was ink, which has a carbon pigment, so it was unknown whether the cleaning process could pref-

erentially remove the soot without also removing the ink. Also, the paper appeared to have thermal damage.
Therefore, it would be difficult to remove char from the paper without weakening it.

First, it was necessary to determine whether soot could be removed more quickly than ink would be lost from

the surface of the paper. In order to test this, a 1.9 cm wide brush was used to apply stripes of various types of ink

and watercolor onto the surface of watercolor paper. A wax candle flame was then used to apply a wide soot streak

across the paper. The reflectance of light provided by a quartz halogen lamp was then monitored from each type of
media and the candle soot at various intervals during the atomic oxygen cleaning process. The resulting graph

shown in figure 3 indicates that the candle soot is removed much more rapidly than the media tested and is quickly

brought back to near the original reflectance of the paper, which is shown by the dashed and dotted reference line.

All of the media tested experienced some loss of material after about an hour of cleaning, except for the Shellac

filled ink which appeared to be very durable. This ink probably contains inorganic material in the pigment which

would greatly slow down the loss of the carbon in the ink due to reaction with atomic oxygen.
Because the ink was a little more resistant to oxidation than first believed, it was decided to try to expose a cor-

ner of the Lichtenstein to atomic oxygen in order to determine if the paper could be lightened, and whether the type

of media used for this piece could be cleaned without being removed. The Lichtenstein was masked with a polymer

sheet roughly 0.005 cm thick by laying the polymer over the piece so that an edge of the piece was exposed and then

taping the polymer down to the matting around the piece. An initial cleaning of approximately 12 min showed some

lightening of the surface without affecting the ink areas. The mask was then removed and the entire surface was
cleaned for intervals of 12, 30 and 60 min. At this point, cleaning was stopped because it did not appear that the

paper background could be lightened further without loss of some of the thinner ink features. At the request of the
conservator, we did mask off the bulk of the ink areas and tried to further lighten the paper in the upper left comer of
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thepieceusingapolymermaskwiththeedgesrolleduptocreateagracluatedcleaningthatwouldpreventsharp
cleaninglinesfromappearingonthesurface.Figure4showsthereflectedlightdatafromtwoareasonthepaper
beingcleaned,onewithalightsmokeexposureandtheotherwhichwa,_muchdarker.Afteratotalcleaningexpo-
sureofabout300min,therewasnonoticeableimprovementinthepiece.Theareastillhadalightyellowcast,
whichwasmostlikelyduetothermaldamageofthepaper.Figure5containsphotosof theLichtensteinbeforeand
aftercleaningwithatomicoxygen.

Someoftheimportantlessonslearnedfromthecleaningofthispiecewerethatareascouldbesuccessfully
maskedforcleaningwithoutcreatingcleaninglines,andthatit waspos._ibletocarefullycleanpiecesthathaveink
onthesurface.Thiswasduetothefactthatthesootappearedtoberemovedmorereadilythantheinkandcleaning
couldbeperformedslowlyandstoppedatanypointatthediscretionoftheconservator.

3.3CleaningofMadonnaof the Chair Painting

The "Madonna of the Chair" painting posed a different type of challenge. This piece had experienced very

heavy smoke damage and some thermal decomposition. Areas of the varnish were charred in appearance and it ap-
peared that the damage may have progressed into the surface of the pair_t binder.

Prior to treatment, several areas were chosen on the painting for reflected light measurement at selected inter-

vals during cleaning in order to monitor the treatment process. The upper and lower background of the painting were

selected because these should remain relatively dark and approximately the same during cleaning. The Madonna's

garment was selected because it should clean to a higher level of reflectance than the background. The greatest con-

trast between the original and the treated piece was expected to be the reflected light from the infant' s leg. Cleaning
would be considered complete when a change in the diffusely reflected light from these surfaces would no longer be
measurable.

Figure 6 contains the reflected light data for the Madonna painting _tsa function of cleaning time. After approxi-

mately 350 hr, the majority of the darkened varnish was removed from 1he surface. There were still some thin

streaks on the surface. The majority of these were removed after approximately 600 hr of treatment. Treatment was

allowed to progress part of the way into the binder in order to remove tte smoke damaged portion as much as pos-

sible. After cleaning, the surface was pigment rich and it was necessary to apply a material as a thin mist spray to

replace the binder and provide some support for the pigment. The surface was mist sprayed with Damar varnish to

avoid any movement of pigment that would occur by using a brush on the surface. Several coats of Grumbacher

aerosol Damar were applied to the surface until the gloss was restored, then a brush was used to apply a thicker coat-

ing of Winsor & Newton Damar varnish over the surface. Figure 7 contains photographs of the Madonna painting

as received (fig. 7(a)) and after cleaning with atomic oxygen and application of varnish (fig. 7(b)). The details of the

painting are now clearly visible. The color restoration was very good, er_cept that there was a slight yellow cast or
antique tone which was due to the varnish used. A conservator would bc able to make a much better selection of a

material as a spray-on replacement for the binder which could provide a better match for the original.

Removal of all of the varnish on the surface, and the top layer of biader material is not necessary in all cases.

Some fire damaged works, however, may require extreme cleaning to be able to restore them to near their original

state so that they can be enjoyed again. From treatment of this painting it was determined that atomic oxygen clean-

ing can, by longer exposure times, safely remove thermally damaged varnish and paint binder from the surface of an

oil painting. Further testing of this cleaning technique is being conducted to determine its effectiveness for cleaning

smoke damaged acrylic paintings and watercolors.

4.0CONCLUSIONS

Atomic oxygen treatment has been shown to be able to effectively remove smoke damage uniformly on full size

paintings. Masking techniques can also be used to treat one area more ettensively without leaving visible cleaning

lines. Difficult media such as ink on paper can be carefully cleaned to some extent using atomic oxygen. Although

some inks appear to be less readily removed than soot, care should still :_e exercised in balancing removal of soot

with removal of the ink. This would also be true for organic based paint pigments. Treatment can progress at the

discretion of the conservator from light surface cleaning, to more exten_, ive removal of fire damage. The process is

not intended to be a replacement for conventional techniques, but as an 'additional conservation tool in applications

where conventional techniques have not been effective.
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Figure 1.--Gesso surface showing candle soot streaks prior to (a) and after

(b) cleaning with atomic oxygen. (Small circles on the canvas were polymer
disks used to measure atomic oxygen arrival).
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Figure 2.--Back side of the gesso showing candle soot streaks prior to (a)

and after (b) cleaning with atomic oxygen (Back ,qde was against the
ground plate during cleaning allowing shielding to occur).
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Figure 5--Lichtenstein untitled ink on paper prior tc, (a) and after (b) cleaning
with atomic oxygen.
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(a)

Figure 7._Madonna of the Chair painting prior to (al and after (b) cleaning with
atomic oxygen.
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